Abstract-Ultra-Narrow-Band has been a promising candidate for low-power long-distance transmissions in the context of IoT. Its radio access is random at time and frequency, and can degrade the network performance. We propose to apply signal combining and interference cancellation technologies across multiple base stations in UNB networks, in order to take advantage of their spatial diversity. We evaluate and compare the performance enhancement of each technology, compared to single BS case. These technologies exploiting multi-BS diversity are proved to be significantly beneficial in improving UNB networks' scalability. We can gain until 28 times better performance with one iteration global SIC. We highlight that these results provide us a choice among the technologies according to the improvement needs and the implementation complexity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Low Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN) has arisen as enabling technologies dedicated to low-power and longdistance transmissions in the context of IoT. Currently, the available LPWAN technologies include a large variety of alternatives such as 3GPP Narrow-Band IoT (NB-IoT), Long-Term Evolution for Machines (LTE-M), CSS (known as LoRa), UNB (known as Sigfox), and RPMA (used by Ingenu and Weightless) [1] .
Among them, Ultra-Narrow-Band (UNB) developed and patented by the French company Sigfox, was the first one to be commercially initiated for IoT purpose. It is operated at the 868 MHz (resp. 915 MHz) ISM band in Europe (resp. in the USA). The specificity of UNB is that the transmitted signal typically occupies 100 Hz [2] . This occupied bandwidth is very narrow compared to the available frequency resource, which is 192 kHz.
The radio access of UNB is RFTMA (Random Frequency Time Multiple Access), which is Aloha-based without preliminary channel sensing. Each device sends its messages at any moment and at a carrier frequency randomly chosen at its will. The advantage of this approach is the reduction of energy consumption, complexity and cost. Nonetheless, as there is no control, the network can suffer from the interference generated by simultaneous transmissions [3] .
Different from traditional cellular networks, nodes are not attached to one specific base station (BS) in UNB networks, thus one transmitted packet can be perceived by several surrounding BSs. Each BS may have a different point of view of the same signal, as it experiences various channel conditions to reach each BS. Therefore, taking advantage of this multi-BS spatial diversity can be beneficial to improve the UNB system performance.
The most well-known technologies are the signal combining technologies. They are originally used in multiple-antennas system [4] where one BS combines the signals from all of its antennas (or branches) to obtain an output signal. The optimal ones are maximum ratio combining (MRC) or equal gain combining (EGC). But the receiver complexity of MRC and EGC is directly proportional to the number of branches, which makes them rarely used in real systems. A suboptimal solution is the selection combining (SC), which is simple to implement but cannot take the maximum advantage of the spatial diversity. Different from traditional multi-antennas systems, the BSs in this work have only one antenna each. Since we want to combine the signals (of the same packet) received by each BS, it can be seen as distributed multiantennas system.
The technology SIC (successive interference cancellation) allows to mitigate interference [5] , and has been applied in UNB networks for single BS case [6] , where the SIC gain is proved to be very limited. The very first studies, which proposed to do interference cancellation across multiple receivers, are in the context of TDMA (time division multiple access) [7] or CDMA (code division multiple access) [8] . More recent studies about multi-BS systems applying SIC are mostly focused on the slotted ALOHA scheme [9] , [10] .
To the best of our knowledge, there rarely exist works about applying combining technologies or SIC in distributed multi-BS systems. What's more, none of the existing studies has considered a totally random radio access scheme where the partial interference exists. Our contribution is thus to evaluate the spatial diversity gain of such combining and SIC technologies, in multi-BS systems where the nodes' carrier frequencies are random.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we give the network topology and hypothesis Section II. Then we propose several technologies to exploit multi-BS diversity in Section III. We give the performance evaluation of all the proposed technologies in Section IV. Finally,we conclude the paper in Section V.
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II. MODELING AND HYPOTHESIS
In this work, we consider the uplink of UNB networks. We assume that the nodes' distribution follows a homogeneous PPP (Poisson Point process). We focus at one observed moment. And we assume that the active nodes density λ n (nodes per m 2 ) is stable at this moment. The distribution of base stations follows as well a homogeneous PPP (which is independent from the PPP of nodes), with the density λ b . We define the normalized load as the ratio of active nodes and BS:
The behaviors of all the active nodes are assumed to be identical: they transmit with the same emission power and power gain. The nodes are not attached to any specific BSs. When active nodes broadcast their packets, they can be potentially perceived by all the BSs around. We consider the propagation path loss α, and Rayleigh fading in this paper. Consequently, the received power of the same packet perceived by each BS can vary according to the respective channel condition (i.e. the distance and fading).
However, the SINR (signal to interference ratio) of one packet is not only impacted by the channel condition, but also the specific spectral interference of UNB. Since nodes select their carrier frequency randomly and independently, a packet may be lost (at one or several BSs) due to collisions when simultaneous transmissions happen. The spectral interference coefficient of UNB has been modeled in [3] , and approximated by a zero-mean Gaussian function. It was proved to be related to the frequency spacing between nodes' carrier frequencies.
III. TECHNOLOGIES TO EXPLOIT MULTIPLE BS SPATIAL DIVERSITY

A. Combining technologies
To take advantage of the multi-BS spatial diversity in UNB networks, we propose to apply several technologies. The most commonly known ones are the signal combining technologies, such as selection combining (SC), max ratio combining (MRC) and equal gain combining (EGC).
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , one symbol x (whose amplitude can be ±1) is transmitted and perceived by all the BSs (i.e. the branches). At the ith branch, its amplitude is affected by h i which represents the channel condition (thus the channel gain) as seen by BS i . During one transmission, the noise and interference are added, which also change the symbol's amplitude.
SC selects the best-quality signal of all the branches to determine if the issued packet can be decoded or not (i.e. if its SINR is above a threshold or not). If SC fails, the packet will be sent into MRC or EGC combiner.
As regards MRC and EGC, the combiner output is the the weighted sum of all branches' signal. The objective is to maximize the output's SINR y by choosing the weights. In EGC, the weights for each branch are identical. In MRC, the weights are proportional to the channel gain in most of the literature where no interference is considered [4] . However, in UNB systems where the medium access is random, the interference cannot be ignored. Consequently, when the channel gain h i is high in one branch, the SINR i is not necessarily high (if it is strongly negatively affected by interference).
Therefore, different from the literature, we consider that the best-fitting branch weight w i is proportional to the SINR of each branch, which reflects both the channel conditions and interference. We can thus express the SINR of the MRC and EGC combiner output as the following:
with K branches, and the weights:
B. Local SIC at each BS
To better exploit the multi-BS diversity, we consider to apply the well known technology SIC (success interference cancellation) across multiple base stations. SIC can be used to mitigate interference in random access systems [5] , but mostly in single base station case. The iterative SIC procedure starts with a simple receiver (i.e. iteration 0), then it reconstruct and retrieve the contributions of decoded packets, which generates new decodable packets.
In this paper, we propose to perform SIC across multi-BS such that we can exploit the received power diversity and the spatial diversity jointly. We propose to do it in two ways: a local way and a global way. We assume that all the BSs can reconstruct and subtract signals perfectly, without leaving residues.
For the local SIC at each BS method, the base stations do not communicate directly with each other. They proceed SIC locally until the last iteration, then they all send their decoded packets to the back-haul, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . With the presence of spatial diversity, the packets decoded in one BS may be undecodable in another BS. But since the back-haul collects the decoded packets from all the existing BSs, naturally the performance is better than single BS. This procedure can be seen as a combination of selection combing across multi-BS which perform SIC locally. We note that the maximum iteration number is predefined to avoid spending too many calculation resources.
C. Global SIC across multi-BS
In the global case, the base stations cooperate to carry out SIC. All the BS perform SIC locally, then send their decoded packets to all the neighboring BSs directly via dedicated links, after each SIC iteration. These links are assumed to be inexpensive and provide low latency. As demonstrated in Fig. 3 , the term P(i, j) contains the packets decoded by BS i , after the jth SIC iteration. We assume that P(i, j) contains all the signal details which allow other BSs to reconstruct them.
After each SIC iteration, P(i, j) will be broadcast to all the neighboring BSs. We assume that the base stations have the ability to relay packets for those which are physically far away, i.e. the decoded packets' exchange between BS 1 and BS 3 can be carried out by BS 2 in Fig. 3 . Afterward, the BSs can exploit P(i, j) coming from other BSs, to reconstruct the packets they need and eliminate the issued packets' contributions. As a result, the previously interfered packets become decodable in some BSs thanks to P(i, j). This procedure is performed by all the BSs, after each iteration.
At the end of the last SIC iteration, all the BSs group their decoded packets through all the iterations sum(P(i, j)), then forward them to the back-haul.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we demonstrate the performance evaluation of all the technologies mentioned in the paper: SC, MRC, EGC, local SIC at each BS and global SIC across multi-BS. In order to observe the gain of multiple BSs, we have also shown the performance of single BS and the nearest BS (in terms of physical distance) in addition. The term to measure the network performance is OP (outage probability), which is defined as the probability to lose a packet, i.e. the probability that the SIR of the packet is lower than the Decoded pkts of BS2: sum(P(2, j)) P (1,0) P (2,0); P(3,0) P(1,0); P (2,0) P (3,0) Exploit P(2,0) P(3,0)
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Exploit P(1,1) P(2,1) P (1,2) P (2,2); P(3,2) P(1,2); P (2,2) P (3,2) Fig. 3 : Algorithm of global SIC across multiple BSs. P(i, j) contains the packets decoded by the ith BS, after the jth SIC iteration.
predefined threshold γ * : OP = P (SIR < γ * ). We have neglected the noise in this work, as its level is much lower than the interference that its ignorance does not change the network's behavior.
We have carried out Monte-Carlo simulations on matlab, with the following predefined parameters: the nodes and BSs distribution area in a 200km × 200km square; the propagation exponent α = 2; the Rayleigh fading which follows an exponential distribution with the mean equals to 1; and the SIR threshold γ * = 7dB. We have plotted in Fig.4 the OP with respect to the normalized load λn λ b and the total frequency resource B, for all the technologies.
Firstly, we can observe that the technologies taking advantage of multi-BS have always better performance than single BS. Then we remark that OP (nearest BS) has worse performance than SC. This is because there are random factors such as fading, and the UNB spectral interference. Thus the shortest distance (i.e. nearest BS) does not necessarily deliver the best performance.
Secondly, we notice that MRC/EGC are always better performing than SC. This is due to the fact that the process of MRC and EGC are based on the results of selection combining. If one packet can be decoded by any one of the BSs, there is no need to send it into the MRC/EGC combiner. We only combine the packets whose SIR i is in poor quality in all branches. Therefore, it is relevant that MRC and EGC outperform SC.
Furthermore, we remark that MRC outperforms EGC. Indeed, the weights of MRC take into account the channel gain and interference, i.e. they are proportional to the SIR of each branch. Hence the MRC weights are able to maximize the MRC combiner output's SIR. However, the EGC weights are identical in all the branches, which equalize the signals both in good and bad quality. As a consequence, even though EGC is easier to implement, its performance still falls behind MRC.
Thirdly, we can note that the global SIC across multi-BS has better performance than local SIC at each BS. This is Fig.4(a, b) , we remark that local and global SIC only have slight performance enhancement when the maximum iteration number increases. Moreover, the higher the SIC iteration becomes, the higher the system complexity becomes, and the more computation resource we need. Thus through this result, we know that we can gain almost the same with 1 SIC iterations, without spending more computation resource to increase it to 2.
Finally, we report the multi-BS diversity gain when compared to single BS case:
, as well as the implementation complexity of each technology in Table I . We note that these results give us a choice among these technologies, depending on the performance improvement we need, the budgets we have, and the infrastructure complexity we expect. For example, if we intended to implement local SIC at each BS with no more than 1 iteration (maybe due to the computation limitations), now we know that MRC can also meet our needs as they deliver similar performance. We can thus choose MRC rather than local SIC, which is less complex to implement without loss of performance.
V. CONCLUSION In this paper, we have exploited the multi-BS diversity in UNB networks whose performance suffers from its random radio access. We have proposed to apply signal combining and local/global interference cancellation in the multi-BS systems. We have shown that the global SIC has the best performance, whereas it has also the highest complexity to implement. The suboptimal ones are MRC and local SIC which deliver similar enhancement, and are less complex. We highlight that the results provide a global view of the mentioned technologies' diversity gain and implementation complexity. 
